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In the age of consumption, the city experience is predominated by signs where representation pre-
cedes function. Development and city planning aim at creating projections of 'lifestyle' that emerges 
from nowhere. The perception of space becomes solely dependent on the collage of images. Urban 
spaces are found to be of low importance in the contribution of people's conception of the city. 
People no longer understand the city that they are living in, in this world of massive projections where 
they cannot settle down anywhere and develop their attachment to the place. 
Shopping, the most celebrated activity in the city both physically and psychologically, involves most 
of the projections we encounter every day. People can easily engaged in shopping wherever and 
whenever they want (or not), in the huge enclosed podium under their residential towers, on the 
street, in the museum, at the train station, even on the train - where they continuously receive infor-
mation on various kind of products in advertisement. Our life in the city is immersed in hyperreality, 
where spaces are created out of simulation and repetition of according to trends or style which could 
hardly be related to the fundamentals of life. 
The thesis aims to provide an alternative way in creating spaces^tor consuming activity with an at-
tempt to recommence life in the 'conventional' imageless shopping mall, where spaces would reflect 
the life of people in the city in between the signs of hyperrealsitic world. By integrating informal 
public spaces with the existing structure of consuming activity, where people would 'find' their own 
space for their ‘event’ in these gaps between the hyperrealsitic worlds, at the same time it forms a 
network of urban nodes that links between different parts of the city and community. 
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Phenomenon 1 Phenomenon 2 
We are living in signs. 
A house, the place to live, or more commonly appear as a flat in Hong Kong, is one of the most powerful 
generators of illusions in the city. The way the Hong Kong real estate market is 'packaging' the housing 
estates with the 'way of living' as imaginary scenes taken from everywhere of the world ranging from 
New York, Paris or even Caribbean Sea, has shaped our very fundamental perception in 'ideal living'. 
The luxurious life that is shown in the images of the brochures of these real estate developments, where 
people are like members of royal family living with an endless green in front of their 'palaces', is dis-
continued in the real situation - it would be hard to call the 600 square feet flat where you may be able 
to look out to some planters on the ground floor for something 'green' a palace of a royal family. Perhaps 
those overwhelming decorations lobbies and club house are the remaining hints for the proposed life 
style, which actually does nothing about our habitation spaces - yet for that we have spent half of our 
life paying heavy loans for our 'royal residences'. We are paying for the projections of the lite as the 
royal family, and everything about life has been reduced to the images of the advertisement and the 
luxurious decorations, and consequently we can be marked as 'royal family' in this society with these 
signs we owned. 
But there is no one who knows or is interested in exactly how the 'royal family' live in the reality. 
We are living in the city without street. 
Visiting new towns like Tseung Kwan 0，one of the typical planning models of suburban district that has 
been implemented since the 1980s, is a very mysterious experience as one looks over to the soaring 
high towers packed with uncountable units from the devastated streets. 
In the district Hang Hau of Tseung Kwan 0, a population of 80,000 (nearly half of the population of Ma 
On Shan) is living in an area of 400,000 square meter (2.5 times of the area of Victoria Park), with only 
7 streets that run around 7 shopping malls. Even though there are only seven streets in this district, no 
one knows the name of these streets, even for people who have been living in the town for years. Most 
of housing estates are composed of several towers that stem from huge podium, which takes up nearly 
the complete site area of the lot. As a result, the intimate scale formed by the composition of small frag-
ments as seen in some old district disappears with the enormous blocks of podium inserted on to the 
sites. People no longer walk on street, and all they can stay around now is the endless shopping space 
that is created by 7 shopping malls linked with each other by bridges, and it is also the space where 
they have to go through every day when they are going to the MTR station. This continuous interior 
became the most 'favorable' gathering space for the residents, yet there is nothing more to encourage 
public gathering except a few benches, which is constantly occupied by elderly in the afternoon who 
find no place to go in the area. 
Phenomenon 1 Phenomenon 3 
We are living in the city we do not understand. 
The development of the MTR network has shaped our 
modern life in many ways. It has accelerated our life, by 
compressing our concept towards time and space, and 
at the same time, dematerializing it with its universality 
aroused in the new development of architecture as it 
extends throughout the city. With its extensive connec-
tion to different parts of the city, people are effectively 
transferred from one place to another without knowing 
time passes. They become separated from the world 
outside once they step out of the station, and found 
themselves entered into another enclosed space, most 
probably shopping malls. With its immediate extension 
from the MTR stations through the direct tunnels that 
again 'transfer' us to the nearest enclosed malls, we are 
very often 'guided' into these places before noticing we 
have arrived at another space (of shopping). Then that 
contributes our major city experience - in which we 
travel from point to point: from our flat we take the lift 
then arrived in the podium, where we walk through the 
shopping mall and found the entrance for the MTR sta-
tion. Through MTR we travels in dark tunnels, we move 
through either more tunnels or bridges to our office/ 
shopping mall, there we again take the lift to our floor. It 
is very easy that we can have a complete interior life in 
this city, without needing to know anything happening 
outside on the streets. We would not get lost anymore, 
as we are not given a chance to. We understand our city 
no more than the 3-4 points that we usually go in our 
daily life. Our mental map of the city is fragmented and 
never creative - as we can't suggest (because we do 
not know) other ways of linkage between points. 
We are living in names. 
This is the strategy of how Prada establishing its iden-
tity as a luxurious brand: 
Variety 1 - Variety among stores, “ Shops should not 
be identical" 
Variety 2 - A variety of space within a store. "Prada can 
be big in small spaces. Nike can only be big in large 
spaces." 
Exclusivity - "Space is a marketing tool." A brand can 
convey a sense of exclusivity "by the perception of its 
store in the host city." 
Changeability - "60% of a business identity remains 
constant while 40% changes continually." 
Service - Maintaining the intimacy of a small com-
pany. 
Non-commercial-The introduction of non-commercial 
typologies. "Cultural events could be hosted in stores." 
"Activities other than shopping could take place after 
store hours." 
Like many other brands in the commerical world, Prada 
is not just concentrating on the producing the products 
that their company is going to sell, but more impor-
tantly, they are selling their image as an artistic, exclu-
sive, luxurious brand that whoever owns their products 
would immediately be recognised as a person with the 
same quality. All these images had not only shaped 
people's perception on the brand, but more profoundly, 
they have strongly influenced on the way how people 
are judging or perceiving each other through looking at 
the'projections' they owned. 
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Single ownership 
Enclosure 
Sense of control 
Connection to the city 
Variety of program 
Sense of place 
Lang ham Place | 2005 
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Shopping space as a place of generation of projections 
The activity of shopping has changed drastically through out the history. From long time before up to 1945 when shopping or consuming is about buying a product or a commodity, to the 1970s that there was an increas-
ing concern on the service, and to the 1990s sh叩ping was not only about buying but about obtaining an experience through various activities that could be engaged during the shopping trip. Nowadays, 
From the market places in ancient Greek agora, to the enormous suburban shopping mall that is completely separated from the nearby city fabric, then to the most current trend of the lifestyle center which intends to create 
atmosphere of a small village with the integration of various lesiure amenities, the evolution of shopping formats has been long and complex. With the advancement in construction technology and with the introduction 
of the mechanical ventilation and transport system, the place of shopping becomes increasing ly enclosed, yet demands of having the sense of the exterior can also be visualized through the way that the shopping malls 
introducing large atrim and skylights, in addition to the landscaping work of either fake or real plants or the mix of them within the completely air-conditioned, interiorized environment. 
As the scale and extensiveness of the shopping environment extends to every part of our everyday life, we begin to accept and actually welcome the way that consumerism has invaded into every bits of our living environ-
ment, who dressed 叩 with various themes that silently taking 叩 our public urban spaces as private properties. We thought we have everything we want in the sh叩ping mall: retails, food, entertainment, dinosaurs from 
Jurassic Park, canals of Venice, windmills of hollancL. and we thought are 'free' when we are standing in the spacious atrim - when we forgot that every actions of ours are actually under careful inspection with numerous 
CCTV. Even though it's is often the most common place for lesiure and gathering such that we often mistaken it as a 'public space', but actually this unreal world of enclosed consumption has never provided us with the 
sufficient freedom and openness that encourage us for cultural exchange in the society. All we can do in these places are to eat, buy and enjoy entertainment without understand where we are and what we are doing, and 
before we realise that we are already too tired with the imaginery which leaves no trace in our mind. We might feel bored of all these signs sometimes - but since they keep changing all the time, there is always a new 
trend to follow, and new imaginery to be experienced. And that is how these signs have become our ultimate goals of life. 
By introducing the process of transformation of shopping places in the history and analysing the specific quality at some critical stages, the way how our life has been shaping the space of shopping and vice versa could 
be revealed. 
Agora 





Transparency of space allows 
people to go through the market 
to other public places in the agora 
with ease. People can easily 
engaged in different activities as 
they are shopping. Their attention 
is constantly shifting from the 
products. 
The unifying element - natural 
lighting, allows the products to be 
displayed with their own charac-
ter. The products itself are placed 
as causally as they would, some-
times they becomes the architec-
tural element of the market. 
The steel and glass structure 
allows the huge space to be lit 
with uniform light. The continuous 
space allows the exhibits and 
products to b e viewed and per-
ceived at one glance. The archi-
tecture disappears and the show 
pieces become domin 
Galleria Vittorio 
Milan | 1865 
Mall of America 
USA|1992 
Festival Walk 
Hong Kong | 2001 
The shopping arcarde with its uni-
form facade houses different 
shops is used a s an urban con-
nector for plaza located with an 
axial relationship. The covered 
street allows pedestrians to shop 
smoothly. 
The huge suburban shopping 
mall is completely disconnected 
from the surrounding fabric by the 
highways wrapped around the 
mall. People are usally arrived by 
cars. Within the mall, there one 
finds an amusement park, a wed-
ding chapel, and 520 stores. 
People are completely immensed 
in the world of shopping and 
entertainment and enjoy their tem-
poral disconnection from the real-
ity. 
The special arrangement of the 
circulation system in the mall 
leads people to walk through 
every shop in the mall. Like many 
other shopping malls in Hong 
Kong, the core of the mall is high-
lighted with the huge atrium lit 
with skylight. 
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Shopping for reality 
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Shopping, as one of the most popular lesiure activity of people in Hong Kong, has providied little diversity of activities and expereience with its spaces. The internalised shopping malls serving as the main venues for this 
lesiure activity are highly controlled by develpers and retailers that has shaped not only our urban landscape, but has formed a new social prescription with its idealized lifestyle concepts. The standardization of consumer 
cultures and communication flows has given rised to the rationalised and dehumanizing nature of modern society, as the major companies are increasingly characterised by uniformity that allows them to establish market 
dominance. The highly automated system which is completely rational in the sense that it is entirely efficient, though irrational in the sense that it undermines interactive and creative aspects of what it is to be a human 
being. 
To re-establish the connection between people with the reality of their life and their city, the enclosed and totally privatised have to be opened up such that real public life can be blended in and create 'breaks' in the 
immensed world of projections. By introducing different public programmes in these 'breaks' and by unfolding the conventional looping circulation to form a extensive network, the shopping mall is turned in a shopping 
clusters, where people can shop in the network of bits and pieces in the district and at the same time, they can experience the city through their conscious interaction with the other parts of the city. 
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Mongkok as,a\testlng,site for a new typology of shopping — J : 
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Mongkok as a district of shopping, can be considered as a huge shopping mall as a whole. The diversi-
fied shopping experience ranging from the more primitive streettnarkets, to streets ot specialised prod-
ucts,'and to the mega mall of eleven levels took up the whole urban block within in the tiny fragments, 
these has^made Mongkok the mecca of sh叩ping. Simi lpto the�environment of shopping mall, the 
广一 feejing of d i spn& t i on is expereienced as one walks through\the streets of shops that repeatedly ap-
z:一 ) ^ ppars along the same street, and at the same time the content of the shops also keep changing throught 
3 i - \ \ \ \ \ hie, Everything keep changing yet people do not recognise the change but just feel confused, but 
inirnediately they are being attracted by the new thing, new trend, new, lifestyle,without hesitation. The 
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intefisive frojections that immersed the whole district provides an excellent site context for the testing of 
the new如oiogy of shoppirfgiTn which people,are sometimes to iie able to 'escape' tram the imaginary 
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City fabric is losing its orignial character under the forces of (re)developement. 
Fragments are being replaced by mega structure where the spatial relationship between the street and 
the building are often ignored and street act only as the left over space after the huge building block is 
inserted. 
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Internalized sh叩ping malls and externalized shop houses are placed side by side on Sai Yeung Choi Street. 
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Back alleys lies in silent between the busy main streets. 
While the main street takes the undisrupted strict line to form a grid of network that wrap up the whole district, back alleys play the hidden rhythm of the city where fragmented spaces takes the main theme. 
Spaces as a key which unlocks the other. 
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Commericial Live T·V Show 
Diverse activities on ground level, especially on weekends. 
Selfinitated activies are held by different organizations in different format: forum, drama performance, exhibition, concerts, etc ... A space where people are eager to share their views and talents, a space where people 
of different walks of life are meet, a space where people could have multiple roles and can shift constantly as they wish : from a shopper, to a performer; from a listener, to a singer .. . 
Exhibition 
Commericial 
Christian gathering Commericial 
Commericial 
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Change of usage at different levels of Tong Lau in Sai Yeung Choi Street 
Unlike the contemporary shopping malls, the commerical activities in Tong Lau extends beyond the 5th floor and would sometimes even reaches the 10th or 11th floor. Interestingly, the commerical spaces are directly 
mixed with the residential spaces on the same floor in many cases, the common spaces of the residential tower like the corridor, staircase, and lift are now used not only by the residents but also shoppers, as a result 
increasing the publicness of these spaces. 
Existing circulation structure - no horizontal movement between buildings except on ground level 
• • i 
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Shops are stacking beside each other with no interaction, each can be considered an enclosed box. 
Cultural spaces as the interface between the commerical and the residential spaces 
A network of cultural spaces could be integrated in the exisiting commercial and residential complex such that both residents and shoppers can take advantage ot have a semi-public zone where public activities can be 
made possible at different levels. 
Between the interface of private and commercial spaces, cultural spaces are inserted with several operations regarding the existing structure. 
1 • Stairways are extended, enlarged and elongated as the shared public spaces between shops 
2. Despite the post and beam structure, the wall between the shops are shifted to created shared corridor that links to external circulation. 
3. The original balconies are restored and used as common corridor. 
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The diversity of activities on ground level along the street not only contributes to the vivid life to the city, 
but more importantly, provides a 'tree' space for people to express and exchange their ideas - as in Agora 
in the ancient Greece. This atmosphere is to be extended to upper levels through interventions on the 
circulation of the existing Tong Lau, where flexible public spaces are intergrated into the commerical/ 
residentialicomplex to give a diversity of experience both spatially and programmatically. 
Circulation towers, which are highlighted in blue, are transformed from existing Tong Lau where their 
location are at the junction of 2 streets or locations where most shoppers would pass. They are com-
bined with other Tong Lau to integrate public spaces and functions with the existing structure of shop-
ping spaces along Sai Yeung Choi Street. 
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